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ACONE versus Woody  
 
p2pnet.net news:- Texas A&M University and the University of 
California, Berkeley, Computer scientists from are going 
hunting. For wood peckers. With ACONE the robot. 

The Automated 
Collaborative Observatory 
for Natural Environments 
system will be installed in 
the Cache River National 
Wildlife Refuge to help 
natural scientists from 
Cornell University's 
Laboratory of Ornithology 
and the Arkansas Game 
and Fish Commission find 
the rare ivory-billed 
woodpecker. 

Doctors Dezhen Song, 
assistant professor in 
Texas A&M's Department 
of Computer Science, and 
Kenneth Y. Goldberg, 
professor in UC Berkeley's departments of Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Sciences, and Industrial Engineering 
and Operations Research, developed ACONE to scan the skies 
near Brinkley, Ark., for birds. 

"If the system can catch any kind of bird, that's a success for us," 
Song said. "But if it catches an ivory-bill, that's a bonus." 

With a grant from the National Science Foundation, Song and 
Goldberg programmed ACONE to distinguish birds from other 
objects and only record the birds with its two digital cameras. 
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"It's a fast, flying object," Song said. "And also, the shape of the 
object — the shape of the bird — isn't regular. It's deformable, 
and from the lighting conditions, it's very difficult to capture." 

The robot stores images of the birds it has recorded in the hard 
disks of its computer, Logic Supply Inc.'s S-625F. The computer 
as well as the cameras are housed in weatherproof cases. 

  Slashdot it!  

Also See: 
ACONE - Computer scientists join in search for ivory-billed 
woodpecker, February 17s, 2007 

If your Net access is blocked by government restrictions, try Psiphon from the Citizen Lab at 
the University of Toronto's Munk Centre for International Studies. Go here for the official 
download, here for the p2pnet download, and here for details. And if you're Chinese and 
you're looking for a way to access independent Internet news sources, try Freegate, the DIT 
program written to help Chinese citizens circumvent web site blocking outside of China. 
Download it here. 

rss feed: http://p2pnet.net/p2p.rss | | Mobile - 
http://p2pnet.net/index-wml.php | | And use free p2pnet newsfeeds 
for your site 

Tired of being treated like a criminal? They depend on you, not the 
other way around. Don't buy their 'product'. Do bug your local 
politicians. Use emails, snail-mail, phone calls, faxes, IM, stop them in 
the street, blog. And if you're into organizing, organize petitions, 
organize demonstrations and then turn up on your local political rep's 
doorstep, making sure you've contacted your local tv/radio 
station/newspaper in advance. Don't just complain. Do something!  

(Monday 19th February 2007) 
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Joost Viacom deal 
Close to agreement

UK spy agencies 'privacy 
invasions' 
Fishing expeditions

CBC on Copyright 
Censorship 
Massive focus on the issue

YouTube's 'mafia 
shakedown' 
Copyrighted content

XM Satellite Radio, 
SIRIUS, merger 
$13 billion deal

Cisco gives Apple more 
iPhone time 
Another week ....

Stanford University robot 
car 
Introducing 'Junior'

First eco-friendly 
computer 
The new Green Machine

Steve Jobs lays into 
school unions 
'Unionized in the worst possible way'

FBI trains Sweden 
copyright cops 
... with the help of the MPAA
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